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Remark on the muonium to antimuonium conversion in a 3-3-1 model

V. Pleitez
Instituto de Fı´sica Teo´rica, Universidade Estadual Paulista, Rua Pamplona, 145, 01405-900– São Paulo, SP, Brazil

~Received 19 May 1999; published 7 February 2000!

Here we analyze the relation between the search for muonium to antimuonium conversion and the 3-3-1
model with doubly charged bileptons. We show that the constraint on the mass of the vector bilepton obtained
by experimental data can be evaded even in the minimal version of the model since there are other contribu-
tions to that conversion. We also discuss the condition for which the experimental data constraint is valid.

PACS number~s!: 11.30.Fs, 11.30.Hv, 12.60.2i, 36.10.Dr
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Recently a new upper limit for the spontaneous transit
of muonium (M[m1e2) to antimuonium (M̄[m2e1) has
been obtained@1#. This implies constraints upon the mode
that induce theM→M̄ transition. One of them is the 3-3-
model proposed some years ago@2#. Here we would like to
discuss the conditions in which this constraint can be eva
even in the context of the minimal version of the mod
~minimal in the sense that no new symmetries or fields
introduced!.

In that model in the lepton sector the charged phys
mass eigenstates~unprimed fields! are related to the wea
eigenstates~primed fields! through unitary transformation
(EL,R) as follows:

l L85ELl L , l R85ERl R , ~1!

wherel L5(emt)L
T . It means that the doubly charged vect

bilepton, Um
11 , interacts with the charged leptons throu

the current given by

JU11
m

52
g3l

A2
l̄ L

cgmKl L , ~2!

whereg3l is theSU(3) coupling constant andK is the uni-
tary matrix defined asK5ER

TEL in the basis in which the
interactions with theW1 are diagonal (nL85ELnL) @3#.

In the theoretical calculations of theM→M̄ transition in-
duced by a doubly charged vector bilepton so far only
caseK51 has been considered@4#. Although this is a valid
simplification, it does not represent the most general cas
the minimal 3-3-1 model. In fact, in that model in the qua
sector all left-handed mixing matrices survive in differe
places of the Lagrangian density@5#. In the lepton sector
both left- and right-handed mixing matrices survive in t
interactions with the doubly charged vector bilepton as
Eq. ~2! and also with neutral, doubly and singly charg
scalars~see below!. Hence, these mixing matrices such asK
in Eq. ~2! have the same status as the Kobayashi-Mask
mixing matrix in the context of the standard model in t
sense that they must be determined by experiment. In
@1# it is recognized that their bound is valid only for th
flavor diagonal bilepton gauge boson case, i.e.,K51. If non-
diagonal interactions, like in Eq.~2!, are assumed, the ne
upper limit on the conversion probability in theM→M̄ sys-
tem implies
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MU11.g3l uKmmuuKeeu2.6 TeV5850uKmmuuKeeu GeV.
~3!

If uKmmuuKeeu'0.70, we get a lower bound of 600 GeV fo
the doubly charged bilepton which is compatible with t
upper bound obtained by theoretical arguments@6#.

The following is more important. In addition to the con
tribution of the vector bileptons there are also the dou
charged and the neutral scalar ones. To consider only
vector bileptons is also a valid approximation since all t
lepton-scalar couplings can be small if all vacuum expec
tion values~VEVs!, except the one controlling theSU(3)
breaking, are of the order of the electroweak scale an
there is no flavor changing neutral current~FCNC! in the
leptonic sector. Both conditions may not be natural in t
minimal version of the model, the former because the se
is introduced only to give mass to the charged leptons so
VEV may be of the order of few GeV, the latter because
we want to avoid FCNC in the lepton sector it is necessary
impose a discrete symmetry which does not belong to
minimal 3-3-1 model. In the model theSU(3)L ^ U(1)N trip-
lets h5(h0h1

2h2
1)T;(3,0) andr5(r1r0r11)T;(3,11)

give mass to the quarks.@The third tripletx;(x2x22x0)T

is out of our concern here.# If the first family transforms in a
different way from the other two, theu quark mass is given
by the VEV of theh, here denoted byvh ; if the third family
is that which transforms differently, it is thet quark which
gets its mass fromvh . However, since the mixing matrix o
the charge 2/3 quarks is not trivial, the general case inter
lates between these two cases. Hence, the vacuum exp
tion valuesvh and vr are of the order of the electrowea
scale, i.e.,vh

21vr
25(246 GeV)2. As we said before, the sca

lar sextetS;(6,0),

S5S s1
0 h2

2

A2

h1
1

A2

h2
2

A2
H1

22 s2
0

A2

h1
1

A2

s2
0

A2
H2

11

D , ~4!

is necessary in order to give an arbitrary mass to the cha
leptons. We will denotês2

0&5vS the VEV of thes2
0, one of
©2000 The American Physical Society03-1
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 61 057903
the neutral components of the sextet. The other one,s1
0, does

not gain a nonzero VEV if the neutrinos must remain ma
less.

The Yukawa couplings in the lepton sector are

2Ll5
Gab

A2
caiL~cb jL!cSi j 1

1

2
e i jkGab8 caiL~cb jL!chk* 1H.c.,

~5!

wherec5(n l l c)T and a,b5e,m,t; i , j are SU(3) indices,
h5(h0h1

2h2
1)T; Gab and Gab8 are symmetric and anti

symmetric complex matrices, respectively.~The model can
haveCP violation in the leptonic sector@3#.!

We stress once more that this is the minimal 3-3-1 mo
because if we want to avoid in Eq.~5! the coupling with the
triplet, since only the sextet is necessary for giving to
charged leptons a mass, we have to impose a discrete
metry. ~Only in this case there are no FCNC in the charg
lepton sector.! Hence, the mass matrix of the charged lepto
has the form

Ml5
1

A2
~GabvS1Gab8 vh!, ~6!

and it is diagonalized by the bi-unitary transformati
EL

†MlER5diag(me ,mm ,mt) with EL andER defined in Eq.
~1!. However, the bi-unitary transformation does not diag
nalizeG andG8 separately. Thus, we have FCNC and the
are Yukawa couplings which are not proportional to the le
ton masses.

The model has four singly charged and two doub
charged physical scalars, and fourCP-even and twoCP-odd
neutral scalars. Let us consider the doubly charged and
tral scalar Yukawa interactions. In the sextet given in Eq.~4!,
H1

11 is a component of a complex triplet underSU(2)L

3U(1)Y with its neutral partner having a vanishing vacuu
expectation value~if neutrinos do not get Majorana masse!.
There are also a doubly chargedH2

11 which is a singlet of
SU(2)L and the neutral Higgs bosons2

0 which is part of a
doublet of SU(2)L . Hence from Eq.~5! we have the
Yukawa interactions~omitting the singly charged scalars!

2Ll5 l̄ LKLL~ l L!cH1
221~ l̄ c!LKRRl RH2

11

1 l̄ LKLRl Rs2
01 l̄ LK LR8 l Rh01H.c., ~7!

where we have denotedKLL5EL
†GEL* , KRR5ER

TGER and
KLR5EL

†GER , K LR8 5EL
†G8ER . When G and G8 are real

matricesKLL and KRR are Hermitian matrices. Notice tha
KLR andK LR8 are neither unitary nor orthogonal whenG and
G8 are real matrices. We see that since the unitary matr
EL,R diagonalizeMl in Eq. ~6!, KLL ,K̄RL and KRL are not
diagonal matrices; thus their matrix elements are arbitr
and only constrained by perturbation theory, by their con
butions to the charged lepton masses and by some pu
leptonic processes.

As we said before, since there are already two scalar t
lets which give the appropriate masses to theW6 and Z0
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vector bosons, it is not necessary that the VEVvS be of the
same order of magnitude as the other vacuum expecta
values which are present in the model,vh and vr . For in-
stance it is possible thatvS'10 GeV anduGu'1. In this
case, the contributions of the doubly charged scalars to
muonium-antimuonium transition can be as important as
contribution of the vector bilepton. There are also new co
tributions involving FCNC through neutral scalar exchang
which can also give important contributions to theM→M̄
conversion as has been suggested in Ref.@7#. We see that in
the 3-3-1 model all contributions shown in Figs. 1 and 2
exist. Since there are several contributions to theM→M̄
conversion, it is still possible to have some cancellatio
among the scalar and vector bilepton contributions.

In order to appreciate a little more the muonium
antimuonium transition in the 3-3-1 model let us give a br
review of the theoretical results so far known. Many yea
ago, Feinberg and Weinberg@8# used a (V2A)2 Hamil-
tonian with the four-fermion effective coupling equal to th
usualb-decay coupling constantCV , in order to study the
M→M̄ conversion. Let us here denote it byGMM̄ . The tran-
sition amplitude is proportional tod516GMM̄ /A2pa3

wherea is the Bohr radius. More recently, the same tran
tion was studied in the context of models with a doub
charged Higgs boson; in this case the effective Hamilton
is of the (V6A)2 form @9–11#. In this caseGMM̄ is given by
the product of two Yukawa couplings@10,11#, so in all these
cases the sign of the effective couplingGMM̄ is undeter-
mined. In models with doubly charged vector bilepton t
respective Hamiltonian is of the (V2A)3(V1A) form @4#
with a four-fermion effective coupling given byGMM̄ /A2
52g3l

2 /8MU
2 , MU being the vector bilepton mass. Hence,

this case alwaysGMM̄,0. On the other hand, in (V6A)2

models the transition amplitude is the same for the sing

FIG. 1. Contribution to theM→M̄ conversion.X11 denotes a
vectorUm

11 or a scalar bileptonH1,2
11 .

FIG. 2. Contribution to theM→M̄ conversion.X0 denotes a
neutral scalar or pseudoscalar. There are alsos-channel diagrams.
3-2
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 61 057903
and triplet muonium given above@8–10# but in (V2A)
3(V1A) models we haved528GMM̄ /A2pa3 for the trip-
let muonium state andd524GMM̄ /A2pa3 for the singlet
state@4#. It has been also shown that pseudoscalars do
induce conversion for triplet muonium, while both pseudo
calars and scalars contribute for singlet muonium. Sepa
measurements of singlet vs tripletM→M̄ conversion prob-
abilities can distinguish among neutral scalar, pseudosc
and doubly charged Higgs induced transitions@7#. Such mea-
surements can also distinguish doubly charged vector bi
tons from scalar contributions.

In the 3-3-1 model, besides the doubly charged boso
there are neutral scalars and pseudoscalars which, as we
before, have flavor changing neutral interactions in the l
ton sector. Recall that a scalar~pseudoscalar! mediated ef-
fective interaction has opposite~equal! sign with respect to a
vector mediated interaction. However, in addition to theK
mixing matrices in Eqs.~2! and ~7!, there are the mixing
matrices among scalars since the scalar fields in Eq.~7! are
still weak eigenstates. All these mixing matrices will affe
the value and the sign of the effective couplings; henc
cancellation is in fact possible among the contributions to
M→M̄ transition due to scalars and others due to psedo
lar and vector mediated effective interactions.

The M→M̄ transition also can be measured in matter.
this case the collisions make the amplitude add incohere
@8#. However, in matter the conversion is strongly su
pressed mainly because of the loss of symmetry betweeM

and M̄ due to the possibility ofm2 transfer in collisions
involving M̄ @8,12,13#. All those data together when avai
able will allow one to constrain models with several sorts
fields inducing the muonium-antimuonium transition.

If all these effects are present or not in the 3-3-1 mode
depends on the value of the parameters. We have arg
above that this may be the fact since there are flavor cha
ing neutral interactions in the Higgs-boson-lepton sector
also one of the vacuum expectation values may be of
order of some GeVs.

It is usually considered that them→eg decay imposes
stronger constraints on a given model than theM→M̄ tran-
sition @11#. However, in the 3-3-1 model the interaction
which induce them→eg decay involve different mixing ma
trix elements, and the decay is dominated by thet lepton
contributions; thus it implies strong constraints on the m
ing angles involving this lepton. Another potential troub
D
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for the model is them→eeedecay. In order to suppress th
decay, the dominant elements of the mixing matrices in
~7! must be the non-diagonal ones.

Summarizing, the bound of Ref.@1# is applied only for a
range of parameters in the model and if the sextet is the o
Higgs boson which couples to leptons. In this case the n
tral current given in Eq.~7! is diagonal and there is no FCNC
in the lepton sector and all the sextet-lepton couplings
proportional toKRL5A2M̂ l /vS where M̂ l is the diagonal
lepton mass matrix. IfvS is of the order of 100 GeV, the
main contribution to theM→M̄ conversion comes from the
interaction in Eq.~2! and it constrains the mass of th
U-vector boson and the mixing angles of the matrixK as
discussed early. However, in general, in the minimal 3-3
model the contributions in Figs. 1~a!, 1~c! and 1~d! of Ref.
@1#, here summarized in Figs. 1 and 2, do exist and th
experimental data do not, in straightforward way, apply
the model. TheM→M̄ transition deserves indeed more e
perimental studies.

Experimental difficulties apart, this system in a vacuu
could be useful for studyingCP and T invariance in the
lepton sector: by comparingM→M̄ with M̄→M transitions
as has been done recently in theK0→K̄0 andK̄0→K0 cases
@14#.

Finally a remark. The 3-3-1 model predicts that there e
ists an energy scale, say,m, at which the model loses its
perturbative character. Hence, if experimental data impos
lower bound on the mass of a vector boson of the mo
which is larger thanm, we can be assured that the model
ruled out. The value ofm is calculated through the conditio
sin2uW(m)51/4. However, it is not clear at all what the valu
of m is; in fact, it has been argued that the upper limit on t
vector bilepton masses is 3.5 TeV@15# instead of the 600
GeV given in Ref.@6#. Anyway the important thing is that in
this model the ‘‘hierarchy problem,’’ i.e., the existence
quite different mass scales, is less severe than in the stan
model and its extensions since no arbitrary mass scale~say,
the Planck scale! can be introduced in the model. This fe
ture remains valid when we introduce supersymmetry in
model @16#. Thus, the breaking of supersymmetry is al
naturally at the TeV scale in this 3-3-1 model.
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